Supplemental Country Listing of Economies

Anguilla (British Virgin Isles) - high income
Antarctica (no permanent residents)
Åland Islands (Finland) - high income
Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba (Netherlands) - high income
Bouvet Island (Norway) - high income
British Indian Ocean Territory (UK) - high income
Cape Verde (Africa) - low income
Christmas Island (Australia) - high income
Cocos (Keeling) Islands (Australia) - high income
Cook Islands (New Zealand) - high income
Falkland Islands (Malvinas) (UK) - high income
French Guiana (France) - high income
Guadeloupe (France) - high income
Guernsey (self-governing dependencies of the British Crown) - high income
Heard Island and McDonald Islands (Australia) - high income
Holy See (Vatican City State) (independent) - high income
Jersey (UK) - high income
Macedonia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of (independent) - upper middle
Martinique (France) - high income
Mayotte (France) - high income
Montserrat (United Kingdom) - high income
Niue (New Zealand) - high income
Norfolk Island (Australia) - high income
Pitcairn (Great Britain) - high income
Réunion (France) - high income
Saint Barthélemy (France) - high income
Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha (United Kingdom) - high income
Saint Kitts and Nevis (independent) - high income
Saint Lucia (Great Britain) - high income
Saint Martin (France) - high income
Saint Pierre and Miquelon (France) - high income
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (independent) - lower middle income
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands (United Kingdom) - high income
Svalbard and Jan Mayen (Norway) - high income
Swaziland (independent) - lower middle income
Tokelau (New Zealand) - high income
United States Minor Outlying Islands (US) - high income
Wallis and Futuna (France) - high income
Western Sahara (Morocco) - high income